A Bibliography of Highlighted Korean Studies Materials at UC Irvine

**Aspiration of the South Korean People**
Pyongyang, Korea: Foreign Languages Pub. House, 1975
HN730.5.A8 A76

Notes: Materials first published in the Japanese magazine Sekai

**朝鮮画報 Chōsen Gahō = The Korean Pictorial**
Tōkyō-to : Chōsen Gahōsha
DS901.2.C48

Notes: Magazine issues published in Japan from 1968 to 1982 by North Korean Japanese, documenting their lives in Japan and their connections with the motherland.

**朝鮮金剛山交通大鳥瞰図 Chōsen Kongō-zan Kōtsū Dai Chōkanzu**
[Korea] : Chōsen Sōtokufu Tetsudōkyoku, Shōwa 4 [1929]
G7905 C46 1929

Notes: Map of Diamond Mountains "drawn by Mr. Hatsusaburo Yoshida"

**韓國戶籍成冊 Han’guk Hojŏk Sŏngch’aek [microform]**
Korea : [s.n.], Kwangmu 8 (1904)-
Microfilm M 000797 reel 1-26

Notes: Microfilm copies of a significant Korean census record dated from cir. 1902 to cir. 1934, which were acquired from Humanities Research Institute (Jinbun Kagaku Kenkyujo), Kyoto University, Japan.

**戶籍大帳 Koseki Daichō [microform]**
[Tokyo : Gakushūin Daigaku Toshokan], 2006
Microfilm M 000823 reel 1-80

Notes: Microfilm copies of a significant Korean census record dated from Dōkō14-nen [1834] to Kōbu 6-nen [1902], of which the originals are kept in Gakushuin University Library, Japan.

**Hall, Basil, 1788-1844**
Account of a Voyage of Discovery to the West Coast of Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island; with an Appendix, Containing Charts, and Various Hydrographical and Scientific Notices
London, J. Murray, 1818
DS895.R9 H2
Notes: A culturally and historically significant source with rich maps and illustrations in color.

Hong, Bo Ram

Dress
Seoul, Korea : [Bo Ram Hong] 2005
N7433.4.H66 D74 2005

Notes: Title from information sheet; artist from sheet of paper affixed to underside of box lid Edition of 10 signed and numbered copies Work consists of a light wood box (30 x 40 x 6) divided into 3 compartments containing: 1 handmade mulberry paper dress; 3 books; 1 candle and multiple incense sticks held in white felt. Candles and incense sticks relate to the traditional Korean Buddhist memorial day ceremony for dead ancestors. "In traditional Korean funerals, the paper dress is used ... to clothe the deceased; it helps the body to return back to the earth without leaving any trace." One of the books consists of reproduced line drawings of dresses; usually the dresses depicted are to be worn by more than one person. This book "is based on Yang (it means plus), and signifies that which gets increased more and more until reaching a big harmonic one." A second book is an artful guide to the performance consisting of prose instructions and reproduced line drawings, portions of which have been burned away. This book "is based on Yin (it means minus) ... and signifies finally removing the meaning of the self from that of existence." A third booklet contains Korean language text with color reproductions of photographs and drawings, apparently relating to an action or installation of the artist.--Cf. Information sheet A participatory work, the reader/participant is to wear the dress, which represents regret, sin, and self-consciousness; all of which the artist feels "cover" one from the world. In the process of wearing the dress, traces of one's self are transferred to it. The dress is then to be burned, thereby destroying one's symbolic protective shell and opening one's self to the world and the people in it. Cf. information sheet One of the books is dated 2006 and has the imprint: Busy Bee Works Text in Korean with English translation UCI Special Collections copy: no. 5; information sheet and artist's CV laid in

Hong, MyungJong

Why is Korea Important to California?
Sacramento, CA : California State Library, California Research Bureau, [2001]
HF3161.C2 H66 2001

Notes: A California state publication documenting Korean and Korean business in the state.

Internet Yellowpages
[Los Angeles, CA] : Infokorea: Radio Korea.com
2002 ed
HF1602.5.Z4 U65 2nd. Ed.

Notes: A business directory targeted primarily for Korean Americans in California
Korea Focus
[New York, American-Korean Friendship and Information Center]
DS950 K67 v.1 no. 2 1972

Notes: an early issue of the publication from the American-Korean Friendship and Information Center.

Korean Olympics
Albany, New York: Committee for a New Korea Policy, 1988

Notes: A pamphlet created for the 24th Olympic Games in 1988 Seoul Korea.

McGovern, Melvin P
Specimen Pages of Korean Movable Types. Collected & Described by Melvin P. McGovern
Los angeles, Dawson’s book Shop, 1966
Z186.K67 M3

Notes: Each specimen page identified in Korean as well as in English. Three hundred copies have been printed for sale. A valuable source for researching printing history.

M’Leod, John, 1777?-1820
Voyage of His Majesty’s Ship Alceste, along the Coast of Corea, to the Island of Lewchew, with an Account of Her Subsequent Shipwreck
DS507.M17 1818

Notes: A first-hand source written by the surgeon on the ship describing the voyage on the Alceste sending Lord Amherst to China to serve as ambassador. The source documents surveying off Korea as part of the voyage.